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HUMAN RIGHTS AND INDIA

I wish to thank the Academy of General Education
for inviting me to deliver this year the Eleventh T.A. Pal
Memorial Lecture. I feel deeply honoured. The late
T.A. Pal was a distinguished son of Manipal and com-
mitted citizen of India who, through his vision and
dedicated work. made an outstanding contribution to
the growth and progress of our country and our people.

Let me begin with a word of explanation about why
I have chosen to speak to you today on the subject of
Human Rights and India.

Until not so long ago, the question of human rights
used to be raised in connection with the communist
countries, some West Asian monarchies, or Latin
American or African dictatorships. But times have
changed and it now seems to pervade everywhere. With
the sudden end of the cold war and the startling
transformation of the global strategic situation.
democracy and human rights have come to occupy a
high place on the new international agenda.

India is the most populous democracy in the world
and we Indians have been justly proud of our
democratic tradition and human rights record. Our
Constitution is sacrosanct and our fundamental rights
are enshrined in it; they are justiciable and our
judiciary, by and large, has been vigilant in upholding
them. Nevertheless. the exhilaration and optimism
characterising the early years of Constitution making,
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institution building and national development have
yielded place to a more sober appraisal ofthe function-
ing of our democracy and the human rights scene: we
have become acutely aware of the distortions and
aberrations of the former and the many grave failures
and abuses which mark the latter.

These have not gone unnoticed abroad. from where
an increasing number of critical comments and allega-
tions of human rights violations are being directed at
us. Western media. supported by international NGOs
like Amnesty International. have started targetting
Indian police brutality. arbitrary arrests and deten-
tions. custodial deaths and the like; the role of security
forces. particularly in Kashmir. in dealing with ter-
rorists has come in for sharp. adverse criticism. Some
governments. notably the U.S. and the U.K.. have
joined the chorus. Pakistan. whose human rights
credentials are far from credible. is seeking to exploit
the situation to its advantage vis-a-vis Kashmir. in a
vain attempt to cover its own trans-border incitement
and abetment of terrorism. We appear to be on the
defensive. According to one widely shared opinion. the
Government has rushed into the setting up of National
Human Rights Commission - though a welcome initia-
tive in itself - mainly with a view to meeting foreign
criticism.

/'

The questions which often arise in our minds are:
why is there such an apparently orchestrated tirade
against India in the U.S.A and U.K.? Does it not
constitute an intervention in our internal affairs. be-
cause human rights falls within the domestic jurisdic-
tion of a sovereign state? How are we countering it? As
involved citizens of India. you will want to know what
is happening and to take an informed and responsible
stand in this regard.
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A short answer is that many of these charges are
ill-informed and motivated. As Human Rights has be-
come a trendy subject high on the agenda of interna-
tional parleys, it is fashionable to indulge in such
criticisms. India being an aid-seeking country, it is
natural to pick on it. Our open society, the internal
debate on these issues in our democratic set-up and
the publicity given in our own media provide the
detractors with all the ammunition they need to snipe
at us. Many ofthem are only too willing to overlook the
fact that many human rights violations occur in their
own countries and not all of them are followed up.

How should we react? Obviously, with patience and
sobriety, as behoves a mature and democratic nation.
We should disregard all irresponsible comment and not
allow ourselves to be hustled into actions not consis-
tent with our interests or dignity. We should have the
more serious allegations examined by our authorities
and have remedial action taken where appropriate. As
Indians it is but right that we should be concerned
about such cases, and insist that they be investigated
and redressal secured, not in order to satisfy foreign
critics but because we owe this duty to ourselves. There
should be no cover-up or prevarication. The only lodes-
tar to guide us should be the welfare of our people
which can be subserved only through the abundant
fulfilment of their rights.

Finally, there can be no question of claiming domes-
tic jurisdiction and pu tUng up walls to ward off prying
eyes. We cannot disassociate ourselves from the inter-
national movement for universalising human rights. As
a responsible member ofthe international community,
and consistent with our heritage of a humanistic mis-
sion through the millenia, we cannot but stay with the
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mainstream of progressive and civilizing trends of the
world. particularly since India itself has contributed so
much to illumine and inspire this movement.

For better understanding we need a broader histori-
cal perspective. Till India could shake off the colonial
shackles and attain independence. our main preoc-
cupation was to secure for our people the most fun-
damental of all rights - the right to govern ourselves.
or to put it differently. the right to order our national
affairs as we saw fit. Indian independence was a his-
toric turning point in the world in that it was the first
breach made in the colonial ramparts of the imperial
world. The spark of freedom kindled in India spread
around the colonial world. Political freedom became the
most urgent issue to be addressed in the domain of
human rights. Colonialism was the single most or-
ganised and total assault on human rights. Freeing
subject people from the crushing yoke of colonial
domination was. therefore. rightly accorded the highest
priority. Thanks to all our joint efforts. the last four
decades have witnessed the withering away of empires
built during the previous four centuries. coinciding
with the advent of the industrial revolution in Europe.
There is hardly any territory in the world where the old
colonial structure has yet to be dismantled and the
principle of self determination applied.

But the struggle was long and painful. While the
message of non-violence preached by Mahatma Gandhi
inspired many struggling peoples. the fight was not
always peaceful and it was often bloody. Namibia was
the last and most outstanding example. Even though
there was an international consensus that Namibia
should be free. the racist regime in South Mrica was
able to delay it for several years.
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It is indeed an irony that a world community which
was appalled by the state racism of Hitler and the
Nazis. and vowed never to allow such f:'lcruel and
obssessive phenomenon to recur again and whose
passion found expression in the U.N. Charter and the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. should have
tolerated the continuation of an equally pernicious
racist phenomenon in South Africa. Far too long. nar-
row and short-sighted self-interest combined with
strategic considerations in the context ofthe prevailing
East-West confrontation. proved stronger than prin-
ciples for the Western nations.

The abomination of Apartheid was a rallying point
for India. all of Africa. and the whole of the newly
independent world. Apartheid was the worst manifes-
tation of racial arrogance and it was unique because it
was institutionalised in the constitutional framework
and legal system ofthe land. The power and apparatus
of the state was invoked to enforce it. accompanied by
tyrannical repression and wanton brutality. South
Africa became independent of Britain earlier than other
colonies but it was a sham independence because
power was transferred from the imperial centre not to
the people but to a minority racial group. which
entrenched itself in power through the structures of
Apartheid. Only now is South Africa emerging into full
independence as Apartheid stands dissolved under the
new Constitution which assures the equality of all
races and colours.

Another burning issue in an area which has seen
many conflicts and much bloodshed. bringing the
world to the brink of war on more than one occasion.
is Palestine. The denial of the inalienable rights of the
people of Palestine constituted a flagrant violation of
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human rights in a highly strategic and inflammable
region of the world. The epoch making. agreement
between Israel and the P.L.G. brokered by Norway,
heralds the dawn of a new era of hope for peace and
concord in the area.

Moving now to the economic domain from the politi-
cal, poverty and under-development are the very nega-
tion of the fundamental right to life and liberty. There
can be no establishment of these rights if basic needs
such as food, shelter, clothing, health and education
are not satisfied. It is sheer hypocricy to talk of more
rights - such as the right of free movement, the right
to leave one's country or to return to it, important as
these are - to someone who does not have a roof over
his head and does not know when his next meal will

be. To a starving family such sophistications would,
not surprisingly, appear cynical abstractions. The
Charter of the United Nations talks of "the dignity and
worth of the human person", but can anything be more
degrading to human dignity than abject grinding
poverty and all the deprivations that go with it? How
realistic is it to talk of equality when we are considering.
such hopelessly unequal groups divided by a deep
chasm: millions below the poverty line at one end of
the spectrum and the few affluent at the opposite end.
It is not without reason that the very same U. N. Charter
declared the determination "to promote social progress
and better standards of life in larger freedom".

India was up front in the affIrmation and advocacy
of these rights. At the international level, India led the
battle against colonialism. the war against racial dis-
crimination and the campaign for equitable economic
cooperation without political strings attached. India
was fully engaged in the formulation of the principles
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of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948
and the other related international legal instruments
which followed. At the national level, the Constitution
we elaborated and adopted was, by the standards of
the time, comprehensive and forward-looking. Fun-
damental rights were specified and made justiciable in
the courts of the land. Other rights which were
desirable goals were incorporated as Directive Prin-
ciples. Thus there was a national commitment, finding
expression as the will of the people in the supreme law
of the land, devolving on all the three organs of the
state: Executive, Legislature and Judiciary. It "ould be
fair to say that the Indian espousal ofthe human rights
cause within the country and abroad in the comity of
nations, and the Indian experience in institution build-
ing efforts were at once an electrifying growth process
for our own people as well as an inspiration and
exemplary model for other newly independent
countries.

J
I

I,

I,

When we talk of growth and development, our focus
is naturally on the third world where a billion people
are living at the margin of existence. This is not to deny
the need for improving the condition of disadvantaged
groups and poorer communities in the affluent
countries. At the same time, this is also not to overlook
the irrefutable fact that the benefits of development in
the developing countries have not been equally dis-
persed and that in many cases it is only the top layers
who have gained in terms of access to and enjoyment
of higher standards of life. it is worth reiterating the
desideratum. namely, not only should all segments of
the population receive the benefits of growth but they
should all be able to contribute meaningfully to that
growth. Equality of opportunity is essential. "The ul-
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timate goal of development is the constant improve-
ment of the well-being of the entire population on the
basis of its full participation in the process of develop-
ment and a fair distribution ofthe benefits therefrom".
(U.N. General Assembly Resolution of 1980 relating to
the International Development Strategy for the Third
Development Decade).

Development in the developing world cannot occur
if equality of opportunity for development is also not
assured as between nations. The present structures of
international economic relations are not equitable.
They have been built largely by the developed world
having in mind their needs and priorities. The rules of
the games presently in force have similarly been
developed to suit the more powerful economies. These
structures and rules have to be modified if developing
countries are to have an equal chance for growth and
development. This was, and still is, the rationale for the
New International Economic Order (NIEO), the estab-
lishment of which the' developing countries were
demanding. The components of the blue-print for the
NIEO presented by the developing countries were
designed to rectify present imbalances and to put in
place ~ew mechanisms for creating the necessary op-
portunities for developing countries in the different
areas of commodity prices, access to markets, access
to science and technology and the like. They are by no
means extravagant or unrealistic provided the requisi-
te political will had been forthcoming to address them
meaningfully.

I make no apology for referring in such terms to the
NIEO. Even as late as in 1988, the South Commission
restated its principles. It is unfortunate that NIEO has
today become, if not a dirty word, an anachronism.
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Liberalisation and globalisation are the magic words
now. We are soon going to join the new Dunkel inspired
GATT regime. But the problems facing the developing
countries are the same and still demand a satisfactory
response, even though the global context has changed
and the buzz-words are different.

I have dwelt so far on only three aspects of human
rights, namely self-determination, elimination ofracial
and other discrimination and economic development,
not because others are less important but because for
the newly independent and developing nations, includ-
ing ours, these have constituted the immediate preoc-
cupation. In the international forums this has often
created a conflict of priorities with others. An impres-
sion was created that we were not as concerned with
the rights of the individual as with the rights of collec-
tivities. There was a difference in approach and em-
phasis but this should not be exaggerated. It is not true
that we in the developing world are not interested in
individual freedoms and liberties: nor would it be true

to assert that developed countries do not recognise that
individual rights can have no real meaning in societies
that are smothered by crushing poverty. It is more a
matter of perspective and priorities. Unfortunately, the
Western nations found it politically expedient to project
and propagandise their line in the context of East-West
rivalry and conflict.

I should like to elaborate a little on this matter of

political expediency. The issue of human rights has
often given rise to the most acute political controversy
at the internationalleveI. The reason is obvious. Viola-

tions of human rights of individuals, groups or com-
munities are frequent and happen inside national
frontiers; allegations of such violations provoke an
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instinctive reaction from the state concerned. It rejects
the allegations, protests innocence and refuses at-
tempts at investigation, arguing that the campaign
against it is politically motivated interventionism
aiming to denigrate its people, to castigate and perhaps
even to destabilise the government in power. Unfor-
tunately, not infrequently, denunciation of human
rights violations have been vitiated by such ulterior
considerations. In an earlier era they were part of the
prevailing East-West confrontation: now they may be
part of a regional or extra-regional interplay of power
politics. Such motivated polemics is frustrating and
unproductive. Name calling and condemnatory
pronouncements with a negative orientation become
counter-productive.

Nevertheless politicization is the natural way for
obtaining redress, whether at the national or global
level. Internationalisation is the logical method for
creating awareness, arousing world opinion and for
securing eventual remediaI action. No matter that this
instrumentality is often misused: there is nothing bet-
ter available.

When we take a global view of developments over
the last few decades we have cause for some satisfac-

tion. We have come a long way in terms of exposing
serious violations and, in some measure, containing
them. For obvious reasons it is not possible, except
rarely, for the international community to take con-
cerete convergen taction. International machinery can-
not override State sovereignty or circumvent domestic
jurisdiction. A consensus on the application of sanc-
tions is not easy to secure and implementation is even
less easy. The option of unilateral action is open to
grave abuse and not to be recommended. Nevertheless,
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international exposure does have a salutary effect on
such situations. The government in question is com-
pelled to show greater sensitivity to world opinion and
amend its behaviour. especially when it is a case of
massive and flagrant violation of human rights.

Many human rights issues are intractable, rooted
in history or hallowed by custom and tradition, Even a
determined government supported by enlightened
public opinion may find it difficult to bring about a
change. It would be well to bear this in mind when
making judgements on fulfilment of human rights
norms.

The purpose of international action in such cases,
mostly limited to expression of concern, should be to
inform and to call attention, and to contribute to the
creation of a climate in which amelioration through
incremental measures can be achieved.

The General Assembly adopted the Universal Dec-
laration of Human Rights in 1948. Twenty years later
a world conference on Human Rights was held in 1968
in Teheran. (It is a bitter irony that it was the Shah's
Iran which hosted this meeting. Little did the world
community suspect that in ten years that regime would
come crumbling down in ignominy for the crimes com-
mitted against its own people in violation of the most
elementary human rights). Twenty-five years were to
pass before another such World Conference could be
convened, this time in Vienna, in June 1993. It was a

mega event at two levels-governments and NGOs - with
about five thousand delegates attending from 183
countries. The final document adopted is the most
comprehensive and up to date international Charter -
a Magna Carta, if one may call it that. Naturally, it does
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not go as far as many activists devoted to human rights
promotion would have wished (a critic has called it "an
unwieldy document lacking a clear focus") because it
is the result of compromise in several controversial
areas where differences could not be reconciled.

An outstanding feature of the conference was the
large turnout of NGGs. Differences among them, often
reflective of national view-points, vitiated the pos-
sibility of a united stand on all issues. Nevertheless,
their articulation of widespread concerns and focusing
of attention on specific issues provided a significant
input for the Conference. The role of NGGs at the
national level could be even more vital in creating
awareness, promoting social consciousness and in
monitoring government actions, even though we must
recognise that not all NGGs are equally responsible.

~

Over the past fIfty years, the scope of the human
rights agenda and programme has vastly expanded. It
includes self-determination, elimination of racial and

all other forms of discrimination, religious tolerance,
economic, social and cultural rights as well as civil and
political rights, covered by the two international
covenants, right to development, rights of the in-
dividual and freedoms of the individual, refugees and
displaced persons, right and weifare of vulnerable
groups - minorities, aliens, migrants, children, aged
persons, indigenous populations. mentally retarded
persons. The list is a long one and still not exhaustive.
I must make separate and special mention ofthe rights
of women, who constitute half of humankind but con-
tinue to suffer from many age-old disabilities and
disadvantages, in spite of all the progress made.
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Once a human rights issue has been identified, the
first step is to define the problem and set globally valid
norms in an international instrument. Next comes the
difficult task of universalising them. This can be
achieved only through ratification by states, national
legislation and acquiescence by society at large. Given
the vast social and cultural divergences among and
within countries, the process may be slow and long.
Educational and promotional programmes have to be
mounted which call for sustained and often costly
effort. Following up on observance or compliance is
even more difficult and delicate because of national
sensitivities. Reporting is voluntary and requires the
cooperation of the states concerned. Monitoring has to
be non-obtrusive. Investigation has to be with the
consent of the parties in question. Enforcement at
international level is ruled out. The proposal being
pushed in the last two decades by Western countries
for the setting up of an International Human Rights
Commission has made little headway because of these
reasons. .

The U.N. system has nevertheless been improving
its information gathering and disseminating
mechanisms and systems for follow-up through com-
munications, reporting and other procedures. There is
the Human Rights Commission and other committees
specific to each of the conventions and covenants.
Specialised Agencies such as the ILO and UNESCO
have their own committees which also follow-up the
observance of standards and obligations in respect of
right of free association, freedom of association and the
like.

As I have already noted, more information and
wider pu blicity could go a long way in setting in motion
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a process of alleviation.in a number of situations. The
U.N. system has gone further in exploring innovative
schemes to assist national efforts for advancing and
promoting human rights. India and like-minded
countries have been insisting on the importance ofthis
approach. It is affirmative action at the international
level to support action at the national level.

It can be nobody's claim that the U.N. system's
track record is anything spectacular. But, when the
track runs along such a mine-infested difficult terrain,
one can only look for incremental advance and no
more. From this angle, progress in the human rights
area has certainly been encouraging.

It is an irony that while we are more sensitised today
than ever before to the multifarious ramifications of

human rights and haye developed multiple response
methods and action forums for their protection and
promotion, thanks to the phenomenal growth in
knowledge and capacity ushered in by comtemporary
technology, it is this same process which has also been
creating ever newer and more complex problems. The
human being in primitive society had far fewer rights
and freedoms than his modern counterpart. The whole
range of human rights has expanded enormously today
compared to that period. Life on the planet is infinitely
more diverse, more rich, and also, let me emphasise,
more complex. And this dramatic enrichment with the
concomitant right or freedom to enjoy its many at-
tributes has brought along with it, at every stage and
step as it were, new possibilities of violation of the very
same additional rights/freedoms which have been
created. This casts on us a heavy responsibility of
monitoring the potential human rights dimension in-
cluding the threat to it of every benefit that human
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progress confers on the human being. One is tempted
to ask what price do we have to pay for progress.

It would be simplistic to think only in terms of
human rights in the traditional sense, vital as they still
continue to remain. There is very much more at stake
today. The quality of life is threatened in several ways.
The state with its power and its huge apparatus
remains the single biggest source of danger, while
paradoxically it is also the defender of last resort. But
the many institutions and mores of modern living pose
no less a threat. Their encroachment on one's privacy
or intrusion into one's life is so subtle and insidious
that one may not even be conscious of it. The bombar-
ment that one is subjected to by repetitive, competitive
advertisements is one example. The noise that over-
whelms one in most cities is another. And, pollution is
yet another horrendous hazard.

That brings me to the question of environment and
ecology. It may sound a far cry from the human rights
that we have been talking about. But when one thinks
about it. irrational and unbridled impacting of humans
on the environment is fast upsetting the balance of
nature. A rapidly deteriorating environment could pose
a threat to our very survival, thus rendering all talk of
human rights meaningless. The Brundtland Commis-
sion has done well to recall to us the common future
that all of us - humans and the rest of nature - share

on this planet and to remind us that development must
be sustained by the milieu in which humans live and
function.

The threat posed by nuclear weapons, chemical
weapons etc., is yet another dimension of the human
rights paradigm. Peace is a sine qua non for any
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meaningful enjoyment of human rights and human
survival must be assured before other freedoms and
rights are added on. These are obvious truisms. We
should, of course, logically demand the abolition of all
war and all appurtenances of war. However, nuclear
weapons as a category represent a totally and qualita-
tively different phenomenon.

It is irrelevant to talk of human rights when all life
on this planet could be brought to an end by a nuclear
war. A whole corpus of law and conventions has been
developed to protect human rights in armed conflicts.
In the nucelar age, however, there need be no such
preoccupation about preserving minimum human
decency and dignity because there will be no human
left after a nuclear holocaust!

I wish to share with you a poem by a Tamil poet
presenting a new angle on creation. He says: God
created the mouse and then created the cat to destroy
the mouse - and so on upto the ladder;-when God came
to man, God stopped. There was no need to create any
further because man is man's own destroyer. Man is
his own worst, implacable enemy.

Who denies the rights of others? Who deprives
others of their freedom? Who destroys liberty? Not
nature; nor the wild animals, not even a supernatural
power or extra-terrestrial force. It is what man himself
does unto others.

What perversity is it that possesses the human -
unique in the animal kingdom - that creates rights and
freedoms to be enjoyed by oneself, but denied to
others? That seeks to enhance one's own rights and
freedoms by diminishing others?
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I suggest that we would all do well to ponder over
this question.

To guide us in our search for an answer here is a
reflection of Sri Aurobindo. It is a rather long excerpt -
I hope you will bear with me - but it captures the
essence of human rights better than anything else and
expressess it in language more eloquent and succint
than the Declarations and Conventions we have today.

"Man must be sacred to man regardless of all
distinctions of race, creed, colour, nationality, status,
political or social advancement. The body of man is to
be respected, made immune from violence and outrage,
fortified by science against disease and preventible
death. The life of man is to be held sacred, preserved,
strengthened, ennobled, uplifted. The heart of man is
to be held sacred also, given scope, protected from
violation, from suppression, from mechanisation, freed
from belittling influences. The mind of man is to be
released from all bonds, allowed freedom and range
and opportunity, given all its means.of self- training and
self-development and organised in the play of its
powers for the service of humanity. And all this too is
not to be held as an abstract or pious sentiment but
given full and practical recognition in the persons of
men and nations and mankind. This, speaking largely,
is the idea and spirit of the intellectual religion of
humai'lity."

I thank you for your patience and attention.

* * *
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